
Design 3 
 

• Stress simulation: Bolts cause 

bowing and uneven pressure 

(Figure 7) 

• No loss of analyte: Design 3 

modifications provided higher, 

more even pressures (Figure 8) 

• No streaking: Change to 

hydraulic press resulted in better 

resolved peaks (Compare 

Figures 3, 4, and 8) 

Design 2 
 

• Loss of analyte: Suggested 

the new design did not 

solve issues with pressure 

or compressibility of the    

O-ring 

• Uneven solvent flow: Nearly 

identical flow studies 

(Figures 5 and 6) between 

models suggested a need 

for a new solvent delivery 

design 

Design 1 
 

• Non-uniform solvent 

fronts: Uneven pressure, 

solvent traveling along 

electrode channels and 

along the O-ring seal 

• Overestimated O-ring 

compressibility: Lack of 

pressure and observed 

bowing due to the O-ring 

thickness. Temporary fix 

with putty seals (Figure 5) 
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Introduction 
 

\ 

Since the era of "-omics", the need for more efficient and powerful separation of biological molecules in complex mixtures has 

been on the rise. Repeatable two-dimensional separations of amino acids, vitamins, and dyes have been performed on thin 

layer chromatography (TLC) plates using the novel technique of simultaneous chromatography and electrophoresis (SCE).  

        Past apparatus designs relied on modified TLC plates and capillary action to run separations (Figure 1); the new 

apparatus designs injects the mobile phase via syringe pump (Figure 2) which introduces a number of benefits and new 

complications.   

        The current work has been focused on optimizing the parameters affecting chromatographic separation. Methods of 

solvent delivery, pressure application, and electrode positioning have proven to be primary causes of inconsistency in the 

solvent flow. The current design simplifies all these problematic factors and has provided more consistent separations. 

 

 

 

Since the era of "-omics", the need for more efficient and powerful separation of biological molecules 

in complex mixtures has been on the rise. Repeatable two-dimensional separations of amino acids, 

vitamins, and dyes have been performed on thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plates using the novel 

technique of simultaneous chromatography and electrophoresis (SCE). 

        Past apparatus designs relied on modified TLC plates and capillary action to perform 

separations (Figure 1). The newer designs inject mobile phase via syringe pump (Figures 2 – 8), 

providing benefits, and new complications.  

        Current work focuses on the optimization of parameters affecting chromatographic separation. 

Methods of solvent delivery, pressure application, and electrode positioning have been identified as 

primary causes of observed mobile phase flow inconsistencies. These parameters have been 

modified significantly in the most recent design. 

Experimental 
Design 1 

 

•Multiple injection ports: 

Designed for uniform 

solvent flow 

•Eleven bolt design: To 

apply “uniform” pressure 

•O-ring groove: Estimated 

O-ring compression 

•Putty seals: Greater seal 

compression and adapts to 

TLC dimensions 

•Large electrode channels: 

Caulking seal around 

electrodes 

Design 2 
 

•Built-in mobile phase 

junctions: Easy setup and  

uniform solvent delivery 

•New O-ring design: Stronger 

O-ring seal with greater 

compressibility 

•Smaller electrode channels: 

Minimize low pressure areas 

within the separation chamber 

•Thicker (1”) pressure plates: 

Prevents bowing, uneven 

pressure, and non-uniform flow 

Design 3 
 

• No O-ring seal: Reduces 

bowing, uneven pressure, 

and non-uniform flow 

• Electrodes attached outside 

pressurized area: More 

uniform pressure across 

TLC plate 

• Single injection site: Easier 

setup and uniform delivery 

of solvent 

• Hydraulic press: Uniform 

and high pressure 

application 

Results and Discussion 

Conclusions 

 
magnitude of pressure is cri 
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The newest apparatus (Design 3) has provided the most resolved and repeatable pressurized 

separations. This model has removed several variables which were likely causing non-uniformity in 

pressure application and solvent flow. These variables included plate bowing, pressure gaps around 

the O-ring and electrode channels, and the manually tightened bolt/C-clamp pressure system. 

        In summary, simplifying the apparatus to maximize the uniformity and magnitude of pressure is 

critical to the pressurized SCE design. Future work will include complete characterization of the design.  

Figure 1. Previous apparatus 

relying on modified TLC plates 

and capillary action. 

Figure 3.  Design 1 used C-

clamps for centralized pressure 

application. 

Figure 2. Designs 1, 2, and 3 for 

pressurized SCE are displayed from 

left to right. 

Figure 4. Design 3 employs  

a hydraulic press for uniform 

pressures of 1000 psi. 

Figure 5.  Design 1 flow 

study: water mobile phase 

with putty seal. 

Figure 6. Design 2 flow 

study: O-ring seal, dye 

introduced post saturation. 

Figure 7.  Design 3 stress 

simulation: 1000 lb/bolt. 

Figure 8.  Design 3 

separation of dyes in 4 min 

under a hydraulic press. 
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